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                                     Received January 4, 1974 

             Multiple scattering of 4 MeV nitrogen ions on aluminium, copper, silver, and gold foils were 
          experimentally studied. The observed angular distributions of scattered ions were compared with 
          Meyer's theory and a fairly good agreement was found. 

                                INTRODUCTION 

         In 1962, several workers of the Department of Nuclear Engineering planned to 
      accelerate heavy ions by using the 105 cm cyclotron in the Institute for Chemical 

      Research, Kyoto University. Two years later, carbon and nitrogen ions of 9.8 and 12 
 MeV in energy, respectively, were obtained by the 3rd-subharmonic mode of accel-

      eration and were extracted to the beam duct successfully.1) This was the first attempt 
      of MeV heavy ions in Japan and the co-operative efforts of Dr. Uemura and other 

      cyclotron staffs were really appreciable. Many new experiments using heavy ions 

      became able, one of which was multiple scatteringt. 
         In 1969, a 4 MV van de Graaff machine was newly built at the Uji campus of 

      our university, and using this equipment the studies of multiple scattering of protons 
      and nitrogen ions were continued until recently. Some of the results have been reported 

elsewhere,2' 3) but in this memorial report for Prof. Uemura, the experiment concerning 
      heavy ions is presented. 

         Multiple scattering is a phenomenon of many and successive collisions of incident 
      ion with medium atoms when it passes through a thin foil. Since the ion is affected 
      by a screened coulomb force in each collision, it makes a zig-zag path and consequently 

      the outgoing ions form a gaussian-like angular distribution, the observation of which 
      leads to the important knowledges of ion-atom interaction potential and procedure of 

      summing up scatterings. 
         The theoretical treatments for multiple scattering have been carried out by several 

      workers. Williams4) first considered it statistically. An advanced calculation using 
      Born approximation has been done by Moliere,5) where an appropriate expression of 

      interaction potential and, therefore, a cutoff of differential scattering cross section are 
      elaborately introduced. The treatment by the second Born approximation has been 

      shown by Nigam, Sundaresan and Wu6) (NSW). These advanced theories are mathe-
      matically valid when the mean number of collisions in the foil, denoted as 00, is larger 
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than 20. The case of small  520 is called plural scattering, which has been computed by 
Keil et al.7) according to the similar procedure of Moliere. On the other hand, 
Meyer8) has derived a new angular distribution function by applying the classical 
scattering cross section of Lindhard, Nielsen, and Scharff9) (LNS). His theory is 
available especially for collisions of heavy ions with target atoms. 

   The experiments of multiple scattering have been mainly compared with the theories 
of Moliere, Keil et al. and NSW, because in these the Born approximation is extended 
to the collisions having large values of Born parameter. Overall agreements with 
Moliere's theory and with Keil's treatment are reported for multiple and plural scat-
terings, respectively. Meyer's theory has been applied by some workers", t t) in the 
ion energy range of less than 1 MeV and a fairly good accordance is found also. 

   Previously, we have observed the multiple scattering of MeV protons and nitrogen 
ions on copper,2) and quite recently the accumulated data for aluminium, copper, 
silver, and gold foils3) have been presented. These results are consistent with the treat-
ments of Moliere and Keil et al. but the precise comparison with Meyer's theory has 
not been done. In this paper, therefore, we pick up the data of 4 MeV nitrogen ions and 
apply them to his theory. 

           MEYER'S EXPRESSION FOR MULTIPLE SCATTERING 

   Using a classical concept, Lindhard, Nielsen, and Scharff9> (LNS) have derived 
a differential scattering cross section for a projectile of mass m1 and charge z1e incident 
upon a target atom of mass m2 and charge z2e, under an interaction potential of 

              V(r)z12e2(a ),(1) 
where r is the interparticle distance, lo(r/a) the Thomas-Fermi function and a the screen-
ing radius given by 

                          __ 0.8853a0                          a—) 
                 (z12/3+z22/3)1/2, 

a0 being the first Bohr radius of hydrogen atom. Applying the LNS cross section, 
Meyer8) has shown a reduced and spatial angular distribution due to multiple scattering. 
This is 

          F(0)8n----(ml±m2)2[fi(r, 0) —a2.f2(r, 0)1,(3)      20 

where the total scattering angle 0, energy e and foil thickness r are given in dimensionless 

units. They are expressed as 

        __a__ a(4)                               b
zze2E'eE'en,,                                 12 

0=  E  mt+m2  elab,(5) 2 
m2 

2= rra2Nt,(6) 
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 n=~roNt, ro=1/(2N113), (7) 

here Eom is the projectile energy in center of mass system, °lab the laboratory angle of 
outgoing projectile, N the target atoms per unit volume of foil (cm-3), t the foil thickness 

(cm). The distribution function ft(i, 0) and the correction term f2(r, 0) are tabulated 
in his paper for discrete i values. The notation n represents the mean number of 
collisions in the foil. 

                         EXPERIMENTAL 

   The experimental arrangements are similar to those reported previously,2) but 
the outline is briefly discribed in this paper. 

   Nitrogen ions (N2+) of about 4.5 MeV in energy were produced by using the van de 
Graaff accelerator and an analyzing magnet. The longitudinal slits each having knife 
edges collimated the ion beam into about 0.3 mm x 0.3 mm in size. When a medium 
foil was placed just behind the last slit, the ions were multiply scattered in the foil and 
formed a gaussian-like angular distribution after passing through it. 

   Two solid state detectors, one of which was a fixed monitor (M) and the other a 
movable detector (D), were arranged on the symmetry axis of distribution and detected 
the scattered ions. Therefore, the count ratio D/M as a function of the detector position 

directly gave the spatial-angle distribution. 
   The energy spread of incident ions was maintained within about 5 keV. The 

accuracy of foil thickness and counting errors were less than 5 and 2%, respectively. 

                     RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

   The experimental data have been treated according to the method of Meyer describ-

                Table I. Multiple Scattering Data for 4 MeV Nitrogen Ions. 

    TargetAlCuAgAu 

    pt (pg•cm-2)118290283606 
     Elab (MeV) 4.184.404.474.37 
Ecm (MeV)2.75 3.60 3.964.08 

     a (10-9 cm)1.55 1.29 1.150.997 
      b* (10-12 cm)4.74 8.1211.9 19.5 

     ro (10-8 cm)1.27 1.14 1.291.29 

             32615996.5 51.1 
n13401120 825968 
r19.814.5 6.57 5.78 

     cal.102524522867 
F(0) exp.118021518560 

deviation (%) +15-11-19-10 

     01/2 exp.3.22.71.31.2 

           * b is the distance of closest approach. 
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ed before and the results for aluminium, copper, silver, and gold foils are listed in the 
table. Here pt is the foil thickness in units of  pg•cm  2 and Elab is given by (E;+Ef)/2 
where E1 and Ef are the energies of incident and outgoing ions in laboratory system, 
respectively. The maximum amplitude of distribution at 0 =0 or Blab =0 is denoted 
as F(0), the deviation of which is defined as 100 x (F(0)exp — F(0)ca,)/F(0)ca,. The nota-
tion 01/2 in the last column is the half width at half maximum of spectrum (HWHM). 

   The angular distributions measured are shown in Figs. 1 —4 in normalized forms, 
together with the curves of Meyer. But in Fig. 1. the curves of Keil et al. and NSW 
are added. The present experiment includes four foils of different atomic number 
and the values of E and i change by factor 3 to 6, but the observed F(0)'s stay within 
less than 20% deviation from the calculated ones. This deviation does not mean a 
heavy discrepancy, because in normalizing the observed distribution of I(B,ab), 2tI(8,ab) 
sin Blab ABlab becomes zero at Blab =0 and maximum near HWHM angle — the devia-
tion of F(0) has a small contribution in normalization. In practice the spatial-angle 
distributions have been often compared by taking F(0)exp =F(0)ca, =1. Therefore, it 
can be said that our data are fairly well reproduced by Meyer's treatment. 

   Andersen and Bottiger10) have observed multiple scattering of various heavy ions 

(z1=2, 3, 7, 18) on carbon foil in the energy range of 200-1000 keV. Bernhard et a1.11) 
have investigated lithium ion scattering on carbon and aluminium films, where the 

                           Al (118}1g•crn2) 
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                         12 x100 
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               Fig. 1. Reduced spatial-angle multiple scattering 
                       distribution of nitrogen ions on aluminium. 

                      Solid circles are experimental. Heavy and thin solid 
lines are drawn according to Meyer and Keil et al., 

                      respectively. Thin broken line is from NSW by taking 

                       the potential parameter1.as 1.8, where V (r) = Z1ZEez 

r x exp (— pr/a). 
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                           Fig. 2. Angular distribution of nitrogen ions on copper. 
                                    Heavy solid lines in Figs. are from Meyer's theory. 
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                                Fig. 3. Angular distribution of nitrogen ions on silver. 
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                     Fig. 4. Angular distribution of nitrogen ions on gold. 

energy region is from 10 to 100 keV. In both cases the experiments have been well 
explained by Meyer's theory. 

   Since the second term f2(r, 8) in Eq. (3) is negligible in our case, we have, with the 
aid of Eq. (5), a universal curve of 81/2 as a function of T. This is drawn in Fig. 5 and 
our observed values are plotted by heavy marks. The data from refs. 10) and 11) are 
also inserted for the sake of comparison. As stated above, these workers have used 
low z2 foils (z2 =6, 13) and the energy ranges applied are less than 1 MeV, whereas 
our experiment has been done using low to high z2 targets (z2 =13, 29, 47, 79) and the 
ion energies are as high as 4 MeV. 

                                                                   • 3 
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                  Fig. 5. Half width 0 /2 at half maximum of distribution 
                          as a function of foil thickness r. 

   Meyer's theory has been said available for heavy ion-atom collisions of low energy 

range. However, since the whole observed points are distributed closely to the universal 

curve of Meyer, it would be concluded that his theory is fairly satisfactory in explaining 
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multiple scattering phenomena and that it is applicable to various ion-atom combinations 
in the wide region of ion energy. 

   In our recent paper,3) we have compared the data of protons and nitrogen ions with 
the theories of  Moliere and Keil et al., where the present four cases are included. As 
a result, the treatment of Moliere-Keil has shown a better accordance than the present 
method of Meyer, as seen in Fig. 1. The theory of NSW has a heavy disagreement 
with the observation. 
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